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I

INTRODUCTION

Traditional school calendars result in obvious underutiiiiation of expensive
educational facilities for substantial portions of each calendar year. Forces- gener -
ated by a variety of demographic, economic and social factors have led to an unpre-
cedented) interest in increased utilization of school buildings and-equipment as a
means of reducing educational costs or of increasing education quality. One pro-
duct of this interest is a veritable library or articles, books and reports on topics
such as the Year-Round School, the Rescheduled School Calendar or the Extended
School Year2. A second outcome is a gra-Wing-number of local school cermeittees
chargedwith studying, evaluating and making recommendations clout adoption of
an ESY plan. Finally, a small but growing number of kcal school districts across
the nation are-experimenting with optional forms of'ESY.

The primary purpose of this paper is,to provide background information to educa-
tional andiay-groups in the local coma unity to facilitate their efforts to investigate
the complex issues involved in the consideration Of Exrended School Year Scheduling.
The Southeast Wisconsin Regional Education Center (SWREC),is in-the,proceu of ac-
cumulating a comprehensive.reference library on the -topic of the extended school
year. To date our bibliography contains.over 603.entries_deting back to the beginning
of the century. The job of sorting through this extensive. moss of material and identify-
ing those documents which are significant and useful,-is a tedious task that need not
be repeated byeachloceLetucly-committee. -Moreover, because of the recent renewed
interest in 'ESY and the newness of certain approaches to operationalizing an ESY, no
good comprehensive review of the literature exists. It is hoped that this paper will
remedy this condition.

A cursory examination of what has been written on ESY emphasizes the shallow-
ness of much of the literature. Counted in pages, or weighed in pounds, the bulk
of writing is devoted to descriptions of ways in whieh schools could implement on
ESY and rationales for why this would lead to economies or increased learning4 Much
of this material is second-hand reporting of material from a handful of articles'. In
general, data as to how schools did implement ESY and how ESY resulted in economies

1 Of over 600 references to extended school year that we have identified,half
have been published since 1966.

2 While subtle difference exist among these terms; Extended School Year (ESY)
will be used as the generic term for all attempts to increase facility utilization through
longer school days or longer school years.

3
'The National Education- Association in 1968 published a Research Summary,

The Rescheduled School Year (ref.), describing ESY experimenb going back to the
turn 0----ury se upon a set of references dating back to only 1953.



or increased learning are conspicuously absent. Whore data doe: exist the validity
of that data is often compromised by inaccuracies, inconsistencies or the absence of
related data that one might expect to find included. What data does exist has to do
with the economic side of the question rather than the equall important issue of what
happens to learning.

Another characteristic-of the Vterature is the degree to which relatively simple
ideas have been complicate-4, camouflaged and confused by extrt;..ie verbiage and
complex models or diagramsl. Glinke (1971), i:Jr example, dcails forty-three sepa-
rae variations to ESY. Thomas (1965a, 1965b, 1966, 1968 and New York State
Education Department, 1965, 1969, 1970) in a series of New York State Education
Department publiccition.3, devotes hundreds of pages of text and diagram to explain..
ing a series of variations-which he has titled trimester, quadrimester, continuous
progress, extended K-12, nonaccelerated trimester, twelve-four term rotation, con-
tinuous learning year and multiple trails to name only the major variations. Thomas
(1969) corgi alains that school administrators are often turned off by,the complexity of
ESY plans, a situation which he has helped create.

A final characteristic of the ESY literature-which- should be emphasized is the
generally uncritical acceptance of the assumptiiiis of other writers, assumptions
which definitely should be questioned. Bauman (1966) in a much quoted paper,
projects that national acceptance of yearround-schopis would have led to instruc-
tional savings of nearly three-quarters of a billion dollars.during-fiscal year 1960.
In none of the articles quoting Bauman does questioningof the basic assumption
'that lead to,these dramatic savings occur, Careful reading of Bauman's paper re.-
veals that these projected instructional savings are the result of suggesting that
teachers operate the schools for 133 1/3 per cent as many days per year for 120
per cent as much salary. This is justified by pointing out that most teachers either
have a w;;.-:nd job or work during the summer months at a mor6 menial job and
would welcome year-round employment as teachers. While:the desire for year-
round employment undoubtedly exists for many teachers;; it is doUbtful that teachers
would support a one-third extension of clays taught -for a one-fifth'increme in salary.
Yet Bauman's suggestion of potential instructional savings of approximately 10% has
been uncritically passed along in much .of the literature without reference to the
assuniption=wiiich allowed him to project this figure.

This revi'tw of the ESY concept and related literature will,begin with an attempt
to sketch out a simple model of=theichaol calendar whichernphasizei the variables that
have been manipulated in ciioting options to the-traditional nine month calendar. A
listing of the major issues which a localleasib.ility'study should address and a distession
of the extent to w_ hichlhe existing- literature illuMinated those issues ;following. -Vinallr
a brief historical overview of, this nation's experience with ES'? will b,e,presented.

1 The demonstration calendar drawn.up to present the. Valley View 45-15 Plan to
the community wai,o 34 foot long, four color display (Hermanson and Gaye, 1971, 67p).



"MODIFICATION OF THE SCHOOL CALENDAR

The school calendar is basically a series of alternating periods of instruction
and vacation. Decision about changes in that calendar must be decisions about
1) the starting dote of the initialperiod of instruction, 2) the ratio of instruction
to vacation time, 3) the length and frequency of the instruction - vacation cycle,
4) the definition of the basic unit (typically a five to six hour day) of the cycle,
and 5) the necessity for all students to be on the some schedule. Traditionally, a
school year has consisted of a single instruction-vacation cycle, in an instruction-
vacation ratio of three to one and measured in days. This cycle begins about Sep-
tember 1 and, in general, all students are on a single schedule.

A typical calendar year of 365 days has 104 or 105 Saturdaysand Sundays. In addi-
tion, there are six legal holidays!, a two day teachers' convention break, -the Friday
after Thanksgiving, and Christmas Eve, on which school is traditionally not operated in
Wisconsin. Vacation during the week between Christmas and New, Year's Day and a
week tong spring vocation about Easter reduces-the number of days on which tooperate
schools to-240 or 241, depending upon the number of Saturdays end Sundays/in a parti-
cular year. Most discussions of ESY recognize 240 days, as the maximum\ number Of'clays
per year a school = could be operated. utilization of facilities onlaturdayiveuld add
approximately 50 days to_;this number, but none of the prevalent ESY plans-involves
Saturday school attendance.'

A school year is typically 180 days2 with a starting dateabout September 1. Depend-
ing upoirthe,exact number of days taught and expansion of the,halidays and vacation
periods listed'bove, the school year usually-kirminates during the last week of May Or
the first two weeks of June. Attempts to modify this basic calendar to obtain better utili-
zation of physical facilities or to improve the service provided by the schools have typically
been variations of one of three general approaches to ESY.

The Staggered3 Instruction - Vacation Approach

One balic,scheme for an ESY is to fixupon 180 days of7 instruction out of the possible
240 azys.available as the desirable goal,. recognize that not all students need be in school
at one ti' le, divide the 240 days,into equal modules and arrange for staggered attendance

.ter.
New Year, Memorial, Independence, Labor, 'Thanksgiving and Christmas Dayr.

2
survey of regulations in 40 states concerning length-:afschool year

Vol. 4e No. 6, December 1970)1ists only Kentucky-as-requ'iring more than
school attendance and only foUrstates with minimums less than 175 days.

3 The literature uses both rotating and skiggered to describe cyclical plans of this type.
We hove adopted staggerecias the more accurate description of whatis.actually done in
-these plan.



with 75% of the students in school during any given module and the remaining 25% on
vacation. Given this ratio of instruction to vacation, there Greco number of theoretically
possible schedules. Begin by thinking of the traditional schedule as a 180-601 schedule
with one cycle per year. The module is 60 days. Dividing this module by number
that results in an even number leads to a new schedule with shorter cycles of instruction-
vacation but more cycles per calendar year. These possibilities are completely enumer-
ated in Table 1 along with appropriate references to those that are discussed in the litera-
ture. Admittedly some of these alternatives seem impractical either because of the short-
ness of the cycle or the module not being a multiple of 5. It should,. however, be recog-
nized that the sanctity of the five day work week and the two day weekend is being chal-
lenged by a growing number of business and government operations and that colleges and
universities have long operated instructional programs on a Monday, Wednesday, Friday or
Tuesday, Thursday schedule. Moreover, the Valley View, Illinois, 45.45 Plan calls for
instructional modules to variously begin and end on all five days of the week, with over
1/6-of the total instruction taking place in blocks of 4 days or less.2

Table 1. Possible ratios of instruction - vacation which could serve as a model for a staggered
attendance plan, based upon the assumption of a 180 day school year.

Ratio of
Instruction
to Vacation

.11Y/I
Module

(in school
days)

180-60 60

:90-30 30
60-20 20

45-15 15

36-12 12
30-10 10a

18-6 6

15-5 5
12-4 4
9-3 3

6-2 2
3-1 1

No. of
Cycles

per year

Minimum length
of Vacation*

(in actual days)
Name of'Plan

and Reference

1 86 Staggered quarter Vandersl ice,
1930,1933

2 44
3 30 12-4, N.V. State Education

Dept., 1970
4 23 45-15, Hermonson and Gave,

1971

5 18

6 16

10 10

12 9
15 6 Probably not practical because
20 3 of short length of vacation.
30- 2
60 1

* Based upon assumption that for all modules of 5 or more days, the instruction period would
begin on Monday or terminate on a Friday.

1 one of the confusing aspects of ESY literature is that these various staggered plans
have some times been described in days, sometimes months and sometimes in quarters or
fifths. We will be consistent and use days.

2 From calendar on page 84 of Hennanson and Goys, 1971.



The real point of Table 1 is to-emphosize-the .lorge number of alternatives that do
exist. There are at least six alternatives providing a minimum vacation of two weeks
at any given time that could be car-idered by dittricts interested in staggered
instruction-vacation plans. The literature provides little indication that support for
any given staggered plan resulted from a choice among options or even recognition that
options exist, let alone, evidence or logical rationale supporting the recommended plan.
We believe that adequate consideration of ESY operation requires explicit attention to
the question of why one alternative should be preferred over the others. Experimentation
in this country has been either with the 45-15 or the staggered quarter or 180-60 option.
Several foreign countries operate 13.1 an annual schedule which includes two extended
vacations, a modified 90-30 approach. Summer instruction has frequently been in four
and six week blocks of instruction indicating that 20 or, 30 day instructional blocks are
feasible. Thus it would seem that any of the first six ratios proposed in Table 1 are viable
options.1

The questions which require answers to make intelligent choices among these six options
are qcr...stions which, ta.date, have not been satisfactorily answered. Are short but frequent
vacations more conducive to achieving the purpose of schools than longer, less frequent
ones? What isthe optimal block of instructional time for most units taught in our schools?
Are there societal or family problems which are accentuated or meliorated by one schedule
rather than another? What schedule leads to maximal production by teachers? How costly,
in time and money, is the reorganization of school that is required at the beginning of each
module? Does frequent reorgtmization of a school have undesirable psychological effects
upon students?

The ;,lengthened Instructional Year Approach

A second basic approach to extending the school year is to have students attend school
for an increased number of days each yearend, pouibly, more hours per day, with the in-
tent of accomplishing twelve years of schooling in eleven or fewer years. Same 'who favor
thisapproach, ,play down the acceleration aspects Grid argue that there is more to know to-
day than in years pastIond that each child needs-mOre,hours of instruction to become educated.
Of course, in the absence of committment to acceleration and early graduation there is no
possibility of economic savings from this plan. To facilitate experimentation in this type of
ESY the state of Pennsylvania has passed legislation permitting definition of a school-year
in-terms of-990 hours rather than 180. days of instruction. (Shafer, 1970).

Legal definitions of a minimum school day vary from 4, :tours in Connecticut to 46 1/2
hours. in Mississippi and Tennessee.2 Much of the activity inaluded in the,school day-is not-
instruction per se and could as well be cone on the students' own schedule and, perhaps, in

1 It ihould be observed that any other instruction-vacation ratio, such as 200-40 pro-
duces a similar table.

2 In a review of state action on ESY in the December, 1970, Compact.



his choice of location. College students, only-one year-olcier-than high-schoot seniors,
presumably profit from schedules which vory.considerably from day to ely. This vari-
ability emphasizes how little we know about the appropriate length of a school day. The
many schools that operate -tn a 200 day or 40 week scheduand the mnny successful ex-
periences with summer sessions similarly provide evidence that 180 days per year is no
upper bound to the number of days per year a student may profitably spend in school. Data
exists to support the contention that today's youth may be reaching physical maturity at a
much accelerated rate over that of their parents and grandparents. Tanner. (1968) suggests
that today's eleven year old may be the physical equivalent of the twelve year old of thirty
years ago. Cognitive development and the maturity to profit from school may be acceler-
ating at a similar pace. The state of Wisconsin has recognized this by lowering the age
of majority from twenty-one to eighteen. Thus, there is evidence that both the concept
of more hours of education per day or more days per year and the idea of completion of the
present high school curriculum one or more years earlier than at present ore feasible with
respect to the physical and psychological characteristics of students and the nature of the
educational tasks to be accomplished.

Whether acceleration and early completion of high school is feasible in a political,
sociological or economic sense is another question. Existing work laws designed to protect
under-eighteen young people may discriminate against sixteen and seventeen year old high
school graduates. The present job market and unemployment rotes suggest that more young
people seeking full time jobs will be a negative rather than positive influence. Many
parents have deep reservations about the adequacy with which a sixteen year old cen handle
the personal and social freedoms of today's college campus. Balanced against these argu-
ments is the yet to be demonstrated effects that thousands of new, young voters may have
both upon the legal ri-2hts of pre-eighteen year olds and upon the educational politics in
local communLiies.

Related to this lengthened school year approact been the Oti mrn r session program
operated for purposes other than remedial. Such prf Is have increased rapidly over the
past fifteen years and have undoubtedly provided mum., impart's to the idea that today's
students can profit from a lengthening, of the school year. On the other hand, the vol-
untary nature of such programs, the charging of tuition, the extent to which growth of
such rograms were fueled by the desires ro provide teachers with summer employment rather
than student demand ore differences which zhould temper the temptation.to generalize
that experience to the ESY concept.

Intelligent decision-making on this type of ESY option also requires answers to questions
which to date have not met with adequate response. If more instruction is needed to face a
more complex worlds what procedures need'be developed to guarantee that more instruction
does indeed occur? Who decides what the new areas of instruction will be? This implies
some knowledge about the purposes of existing curricula that probably does not exist. Other
quostions have to do with &spraining the appropriate number of hours that children, of dif-
ferent ago can profitably attend =hoof and deciding how to integrate new instructional units
into existing curricula.

If the school year is to be extended to accelerate progress through the existing curricu-
lum, another set of questions must be answered. These relate to post high school educatiorgil



opportunities, the job market, and assuming adult responsibilities and rights at even younger
ages than at present. Indeed, because of the problems that early graduation may generate
one may resonably nsk whether this approach is feasible, on anything but a regional, or
perhaps statewide,

The Individualized Schedule Approach

The third approach that has been suggested defines School at a set of tasks to be mas-
tered, objectives to be atteined or experience:: -to be had and, through an individualized
approach to instruction, permits the student to define:his own schedule of hours and days
of attendance. This schedule, of course, being subject to various restrictions including
satisfying minimal levels of attendance and mastery of objectives. Atlanta officials)
talk of schools which will be open from 7 a.m. io 10 p.m. with students engaged in flex-
ible curricula involving extensive outside-of-school experiences, experiences, joint
enrollments with local colleges, etc. With Atlanta's elernentarysageChildren, there is a
move toward ungiadedness, openness and a criterion-mastery type curriatirium. Thomas
(N.Y. State Education Dept., 1968) has come up with a variation of this bask approach,
the Multiple Trails schedule, whiCh has been much quoted in the literature of the past 5
years. He suggests a beginning stage If multi- modular scheduling which by steps moves
toward a completely ungre2dad, individurdized arrangement.

It should be pointed out that this approach to extending school operation is totally
dependent upon the education profession being abin to develop and master techniques for
individualizing instruction. The desirability of education experience:tailor-made to the
individual student has long been acknowledg0 by eduer:tional theorists. That most educa-
tion today is still group-oriented with little freedom for students to proceed toward their
individual goals at their own pace is indicative of the practical problems of implementing
an individualized approach - problems which must be solved bent* one con go this route.
Unlike the other two approaches this calls for an almost complete el: Vision of existing in-
structional practices, an effort that will require a large initial invesoleni in both peor,le
and material resources.

All plans for lengthened operation of public schools ere either variations or combina-
tions of these three basic approaches - staggered instruction-vacation cycle, lengthened
instructional year or individualized schedule plan. Plans for a specific community must
take into account such varied factors as state regulations for school operation, the number
of holidays, traditional community vacation procedures in business and industry as
weal in the schools, and the master contract for teachers. The intent here has been to
call attention to the wile variety of options available while at the same time providing
a relatively compact frarotwork within which one can easily categorize variousi2SY options.

ova, Imalmoomsomnr.....wim

'1 Jarvis Barnes, Asst. Superintendent For Research and Nvelopment,- Atlanta Public
Schools. In remarks to UWM sponsored Administrators Conference 1/02, Red Carpet inn,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.



!AMOR ISSUES RELATED TO ESY

Before going into a history of the ES? movement in this country and examination
of specific ESY alternative!, it would be well to consider some major issues which
should be faced by any school district considering adopting an ESY schedule. The
vast bulk of writing which has been done on ES? has been I-y proponents of the con-
cept. Much of it could be accurately described as propaganda for ESY and, as such,
tends to overstate, to rely disproportionately on verbal argument rather than empirical
data and to accentuate the positive and ignore the negative. In reading the pages
that follow one may detect a negative bias. Let it be recognized that this bias, to
the extent that it exists, is not negative to the concept of ESY but rather is negative
or critical of the generally uncritical, r','"1-empirical quality of much of the litera-
ture which has been generoted about the pics of year-round schools, restructured
school calendars, more efficient use of school facilities or extended school year.

Any specific ES? plan should be viewed as a pcssible solution to an existing
problem. In order to effectively conipare and evaluate alternate ES? plans one must
have defined that existing problem or problems. In general C,hese problems are ones
of school cost and educational quality. Everyone can wee that it would be desk-
able to- :educe costs and increase quality. Unfortunately the relationship between
then.: two factors is such that undue reduction in costs is likely to have a negative
effea on quality of education 'and substantial increases in quality are likely to-cost
more money. It is true that there is some slack in all school systems which would
permit maintenance of present quality while reducing costs or increasing quality at
present expenditure levels. Howevi,r, it should be understood that taking the slack
out of a system has a price, also, although perhaps not in-dollers or, at least, not
in school tax dollars. This price may be extracted in terms of increased physical
and psychological stress placed on students and professional staff, sociological up-
set of a community's existing life style or individual inconvenience. It may show up
in increased recreational or juvenile police expenditures. This is not to suggest that
the price of removing the slack from a school system may not be worth the goirs, but
Merely to emphasize that there is a price and that it should be identified and con-
sidered in any study of ESY.1

This basic equation of school cost on the one side equalling existing quality of
education plus slack on the other is appealingly deceptive in its simplicity. Much
of the rationale supporting ESY is at this level with unuseJ physical facilities usually

One could argue that the t °Ma k.tat the ES? experiments of-the first four decades
of this century had all ceased by 1940 was that the conreeitiel involved citizens, students
and professional educators kit the price was too MO even though tax dollars were
being saved or higher quality s.,lucation being achieved.

g



seen as a major component of slack.. This is inadequate. Arguing for increased
quality of education is meaningless rhetoric without specifying quality for whom,
in what aspects of education and toward who; criteria of quality. Increased
quality of education for one person might be increased reading achievement, gen-
erally on the port of elementary school students. For another it might be reducing
the drop-out rate among minority group students to that of white middle class youeq-
seers. For yet a third person it might be reflected in a loosening of school reguiations
with more responsibility being given to the individual student. We suggest that
these three definitions of increized quality require three quite different types of
activity, each costing different amounts of money. Thus, it is meaninglese to con-
sider taking sorne,specific action, such os implementine an ESY schedule, for the
ptirpose of improving the quality of education without specifying the indicators of
quality that one expects to affect.

At first glance, dealing with the costeside of the equation would etem to be
simpler and, indeed, much of the literature supports- that position. However, one
does not make major scheduling changes in on agency such es the public schools
without those changes pervading all aspects of community-life. Recrewion butiAts,
will obviously be affected.. Businesses which cater to vacationing youth or :eta.*
utilize substantial amounts of student labor will need to adiest to the change are.1
possibly incur increased costs or decreased receipts. individual families may rnd
their pocketbooks affected as frequent short vocations by Students interfere
work arrangements frer the mother or create extra baby-sitting charges. Reducing
school costs only to have those costs reappear in the budgets of other governmental
units, the profit and lost statements Of local busireu arm the available purchasing
rower of individual cititient meet hot make sense. Yet, even sech an obvious re-
lated item as recreation program costs is not men:ioned in many analyses of the
economic impact of an ESY programethat we haveseeviewed.

Many of the costs analysis articles seem based upon belief in a type of ESY
alchemy that permits proponents of FSY progrcres to uncritically accept claims of
cost savings where no good reason for expecting those savings exist. The major
argument fee the cost effectiveness of ESY is that of utilizing expensive physical'
facilities and related'equiptnent for twelve months of the year rather than fee onF,
nine or ten. The utilization of these expensive 'resources to a fuller extent is the
essence of ESY and Leibe only area of the budget where it makes sense to expect
savings from 5Y unless, cif-course, one introduces reductions in the quantity or
quality o educational_services along-with the ESY calendar. Further, savings are
possible only with those physical resources which become obsolete or wear rut froin
the passage of time rather than from heavy usage. For example, 'while roofs wear
out from exposure b the elements.over time and are thus a potential :chute* of
savings by ESY, carpeting and floor tile wear out from use -and aneethirdiverease
in use can be expected to result in a proportionate clecrosie in-theie usalul life.
Similarly, textbooks in current affairs which becoree,olese.lete,befare they receive
excessive use are a potential source of ESY-sovings, but meth text which need re-
placing only when the set has become exceedingly worn,would,not.

-9-



Instructional costs are by far the largest item in any school budget, but one
should seriously question any promises of ESY savings in this area. The 10% in-
structional savings figures projected by Bauman (1964), based on the assumption
that one could increase the says taught by teachers without proportionate increases
in salary, are still much quoted. In truth, the opposite is more likeiy true. While
it is true that the school systems that went year-round in the 1930's did reduce the
rate of teacher pay for extra months taught, this has not been the practice of the
present ESY operations. Furthermore, 'spreading school attendance over 240 days
rather than 180 decreases the concentrations of children of common age, ability
or interest and probably will result initially in somewhat sinclIer, and thus costlier,
student-teacher ratios. A feasibility study (White, J. B., 1966) of seven different
ESY options in the Polk County, Florida schools suggested that instructional costs
could be expected to increase as much as 23% depending upon the ESY alternative
considered.

Another area where some writers have projected savings is the student transpor-
tation area. it should be realized that ESY options based upon more days of school
per year or upon a rotating schedule to avoid new building construction can never
result in a decreased number of student-miles per year. In fact, only if new con-
struction would be on the site of existing facilities would the number of miles
stay the same. One may be able to argue that bus operation during summer months
:s somewhat more. economical than winter driving, that bus replacement is, in part,
dictated by age rather than just miles traveled and that, therefore, driving fewer
busses more miles per year is economical, or that there are savings to be recognized
by hiring bus drivers year round. These claims must be balanced against the very
real possibility that educating more children in a fixed number of buiidings will
require substantir Ily more transportation of students. Certainly one should expect
no substantial cast ber ifits in student transportation from on ESY plan.

Administrative costs ore another area in which some writers hove predicted
savings from ESY operation. In part, this is- based -on claims that many administra-
tive personnel are on 12-month contracts presently and, Therefore, since no new
buildings will be needed no expansion of administrative personnel will be needed.
This may be true during the initial year of ESY implementation since the number of
students, is unlikely to increase more than a few percent from the preceeding year
Howevc, as the full potential of ESY plans for handling up to one-third more
students ore realized, administrative and clerical increases of proportionate size
will be needed. This is based upon the contention that school personnel now em-
ployed during periods in which school is not in session are engaged in performing
useful and needed functions, functions which they do not have time to perform
during those months that school is operating. Giving substantial -added responsi-
bilities to administrators who ore presently working full time must eventually lead
to either requests for overtime compensation, the hiring of more personnel or a
generally lower level of performance on both new and existing functions. To deny
this is to admit that much of whoi 'administrators currently do when schools are not
in session is unnecessary busywork. If so, one doesn't need on ESY plan to save
money.



Releted to this administrative cost problem is one having to do with teacher's
contracts which has received little or no attention in the literature. Teachers are
typically employed for more days than school is in session. A system which has
students- in school 180 days pa year may employ teachers for 185 or 190 days, the
extra days being speht on planning, housekeeping and in-service activities essential
to the operation of a good school. When one expands the teaching year to 240
days, as is often suggested, when and how do these funntions get performed? As
with the administrative tasks one must either project requests for additional com-
pensation for Saturday and evening work, hire additional personnel, or expect
a generally lower level of functioning. The alternative is to argue that the exist-
ing extra days of employment are a makework device to justify higher teacher
salaries.

A number of school districts operated ESY programs for extended numbers of
years during the period 1903-1940. Reports of those programs which appear in the
literature are generally supportive and complementary. These ESY programs -evi-
dently were economical, resulted in equal or improved student performance and
were acceptable to students, teachers and parents alike. Yet by 1940 all districts
had reverted to a nine month standard schedule for all students. If the pc«. ..nt
interest in ESY is to be more than just another educational fad which will have its
day and pass, the question of why these earlier experiments failed -- and fail they
did must be addressed and satisfactorily answered. The problem seems to have
been one of the disruption of community and family life style, particularly os it
affected' vacation patterns but neither the problem nor the answers ore clear from
the available literature.

Another seldom discussed aspect of ESY programs is its relationship to the
changing attitudes of society toward women's rights and the working mother, and
the increased demand for pre-kindergarten educational opportunities and govern-
ment provided or supported day-care centers for young children. A school system
which has its buildings open and operating forty-eight weeks per year is going to
face pressures to accept children for forty-eight weeks rather than an arbitrarily
selected thirty-six. The desirability of school as the agent to operate pre-kinder-
garten facilities will increase with year round operation and, to the extent that
this need is met, increased not decreased costs will result.

One final point should be made at this stage of our discussion.. A number of
the arguments that one finds in the ESY literature are predicated on the teacher
ihortage which existed from the early 1950's until 1968 or 1969.. The past two
years have been witness to a dramatic reversal in the teacher supply-demand
equation. The question of whether employing a smaller number ,of teachers for a
longer period of time is to be preferred to a larger number employed for the tradi-
tional nine or ten months can no longer be answered solely by the argument that
it will upgrade the quality of teaching and the professional status of teachers. Good
quality, well-trained teachers are available and the issue of what ESY does to the
job market is an issue that teachers and teacher organizations must face.



The previous pages have outlined a number of major issues which should be
recognized in any serious consideration of ESY. The list has been generated by
what we have seen as major deficiencies in both the professional literature and
the local feasibility studies that we hove examined and is not meant to be ex-
haustive. The historical review which follows will suggest additional issues.
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Between the years WOO and 1940 approximately twenty] of this nation's local
school districts experimented with some form of extended or yees..enutici school aspor
°Hon. At least one of these experiments lasted nineteen years and several others
nearly ten years. Examination of the reports describing and evaluating these efforts
reveals striking similarities to the ESY literatures of the past five years. The ration-
ale for extended school operation four decades ago uses all of the arguments found
today. The format of these early ESY plans included all present day ideas except
the multiple vacation, staggered attendance plan, e.g., the 45-15 plan or variations
thereof. In general, reports of ongoing programs are supportive of the idea of year-
round school operation some money was saved, students seemed to learn as mach,
teachers, adopted to the revised schedules and communities apparently went along
with the ESY operation. Yet, by 1940, all of the efforts at ESY operations ha_ d
ceased to exist.

In the belief that the post does have lessons for the present, the following brief
historical overview is presented. The answer to the really important question of what
went wrong is difficult to ferret out. Birth notices for new ideas are easy to find in
the educational literature but obituaries are seldom found. This is particularly true
of the early ESY iiterature.

Before beginning a discussion of some of the more notable attempts at year-round
school operation, it might be well to make a few comments about the origins of our
present nine month or 180 day school calendar. The idea that this is a direct result
of the largely agricultural orientation of our economy is only partially true.

In the mid-1800's two distinct patterns of school operations existed (See Reels,
1928). In rural areas school years were often as short as 100 days with fall and spring
terms separated by a lengthy winter break as well as the four month summer break.
We call it a break rather than vacation because, for many youngsters, the non-school
periods were ones of hard physical labor rather than prolonged play periods. The
major urban areas, on the other hand, were operating their schools 240 or more days
per year, usually dividing the year into four quarters of approximately 12 weeks
separated by a week vacation . School attendance was for from universal and con-
siderable flexibility in attendance was tolerate:.-3. One must remember that a century
ago child labor was still an important element Of our industrial work force and schools
were organized to fit the economic realities of the times.

During the latter years of the nineteenth and the early years of the present century
a combination of factors modified both of these extreme positions and, by 1915, the
school year was generally defined as between 140 and 200 days (Rea's, 1928). The
factors leading to this compromise position included changing attitudes toward child
labor, increased statewide regulation of education, continued population growth,
expanding industrialization and the nand to Americanize hundreds of thousands of
children of foreign born parent'.

1
Those to which spatific,referenCeS have been found are-listed in Table 2. 'Un-

doubtedly some other expedients were attempted without getting-into the literature.
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Bluffton, Indiana

The earliest record of year-round operation as an.olternative to the nine months
of school, three-of vacation, schedule was.in Bluffton, Indiana, a small community
20 miles south of fo&Wayne. Bluffton operated on an optional staggered quarter
or 180-60 plan for elevon years between 1904 and-1915.....Ifte.only first-hand report
is on article by the Superintendent, W. A. Wirt (1907). Wirt argued that the plan
should be defended on the basis of providing greater service rather than economy.
He lists the following specific advantages: 1) Children forced to be absent for long
periods of time can more easily catch up to their peers, 2) Older children can often
find jobs during the spring and fall quarters,, 3) Schools are healthier places during
the summer months than during the winter, 4)'Space is released, and 5) Instruction
costs do not increase. Wirt sounds particularly Modem when he hints at the nosci
for individualization of instruction by stating that the four quarter plan tends to
"break up the rigid school machinery whereby all pupilLare held together in a
'lock step' , marking time . . . regardless of their-varying- conditions and ability."
No data is presented to substantiate the claims of success-mode by Superintendent
Wirt.

Newark, New Jersey

Newark, New Jersey, experimented with an extended school year schedule in
a cluster of center city schools during the years 1912-1931. Initially instituted in
two elementary buildings, one each hi the Jewish and Italian sections of the city,
the plan.eventually included eight elemnfary schools, One K-.9 building and the
Central Commercial and Manual Training High- School. Corson (1918) reported over
8500 children hi seven schools in the year-rotind program during the summer of 1918.
Lovell (1927) states that approximately 3300 Students were involved hi the Central
High School-program in 1924. Roe (1931) states that 8709 pupils in grades 1-8
were attending yeim-round schools in the summer of 1930 compared to 17,821 who
were enrolled in regular summer school or playground programs.

The school year (Lovell, 1927) was 48 weeks long] with a week vacation at
Christmas and Easter and two additional weeks late in August. The 48 weeks -were
divided into four terms of 12 weeks with three,termbeing the equivalent of two
semesters in the other Newark schools. Since ihe standard school year was approx-
imately 195 days long, this equivalence was justified-by extending the length of
htgh school class periods from 45 to 50 minutes. At the elementary -level the school
day was increased from 5 1/4 hours to 6 (Corson, 1918), While attendance during
the summer was voluntary, Corson (1918) reports 74% summer enrollment in 1918
and Row (1931) reports an average summer enrollment during the years 1921-1923
of over 9700 or nearly 83% of the September through May attendance-. These per-
centages are based on the enrollments of year-roundsahools only.

While a stated purpose of the plan was to accelerate students through eight
grades of elementary school in six years, the real motivation seems to'have been

1 Brinkerhoff (1931b), five yeOrt-loter, states that the alkyear,schools operated
230 days or 38 weeks-per year, indicating some modification of the 'schedule over time.



a concern for providing a type of compensatory education to children of foreign
born immigrants living in the Newark ghettos. Brirskerhnff (1930) states:

It is doubtful that the founders of the all-year' pion redly meant
that they expected the rank and file of pupils to complete the elemen-
tary school course in six years; for they deliberately places± the all-
year schools in congested districts, where pupils were handicapped
socially, mentally, and linguistically. Also, they knew that children
as a whole in the ten-month schools were not completing the eight-
year course in eight years and that many average pupils were leaving
before graduation -1.

The Newark experience is well documented in a series of article: spanning the
period from 1918 to 1931. (Corson, 1918; Farrand and O'Shea, 1925, 1926; Lovell
1927; Brinkerhoff, 1930, 1931a, 1931b; Roe, 1926, 1931). Corson was Superintendent
of Schools, Brinkerhoff and Roe were building principals in year-round elementary
schools, Farrand and O'Shea were outside consultants brought in to study and make
recommendations concerning the ESY operation and Lovell was a teacher in Newark
Central Commercial High School.

In 1925, based upon recommendations by Superintendent Corson, the Newark
Board of Education voted to abandon the all-year schools on September 1, 1925. The
basis for this decision were the arguments that the schools were not accelerating students
through eight grades in six years, that the administrative problems of two types of schools
in one system were practically insurmountable and that the cost of the all-year schools
was so excessive that their abandonment was imperative (Farrand and O'Shea, 1926).
Considerable opposition to the decision forced the Board to reconsider and in June,
1925 they commissioned Farrand and O'Shea to evaluate the success of the all-year
schools.

The 1925 Farrand and O'Shea reference, a report to the Newark Dowd of Educa-
tion which we have not been able to obtain, was a lengthy, comprehensive document
(over 100 pages) based upon considerable data dealing with achievement and promo-
tion information on students, a,comparative survey of economic, hygienic, racial,
social and lingual conditions which set students in year-round schools apart from their
peers in ten month schools. The 1926 Farrand and O'Shea reference, a published
summary of their 1925 Newark Board of Education report, does list their major recom-
mendations:

"We find that while they (the year-round schools) do not do what was
originally claimed for them, that is, carry any considerable number of
their pupils through eight, grades in six years, they do advance their pupils
and give them greater educational attainment than pupils of similar ability,
heredity and social background in the traditional (ten-month) schools . .
the all year schools are holding and ccwrying through a class of pupils who
in the regular schools would be likely to drop out or to be seriously retarded.
We find that these schools in the face of great difficulties, are doing extremely
valuable work and are rendering great service, particularly to children of



foreign parentage and unfavorable home conditions, and that these children
will suffer educationally if the all-year schools are abolished. We find
that the additional cost' is not excessive considering the service rendered.

"We recommend, in view of all the evidence, that the all-yecirschocis
in Newark be continued find that they be given every facility to make
their work more efficient than it has been thus for." (Farrand and O'Shea,
1926).

In a series of four articles appearing five years later, Brinkerhoff (1930, 1931a,
1931b) and Roe (1931) examined the effect of the all-year schools of Newark upon
pupil advancement, scholarship and social adjustment and compared costs of ail-year
to:ten-month plus summer school type operation. On all counts they concluded that
the all-year school had positive results and was cost effective, thereby, leading to
the conclusion that the all-year school organization should be retained. While the
rationale for their support of the all-year school is well presented and supported by
data, much of the data pre-dates the 1925 Wilson and O'Shea report and, thus, adds
little to the recommendations quoted above. In 1931, apparently due to the national
economic situation rather than for education reasons, the all-year program was aban-
doned.

Nashvil:le, Tennessee

Another major experiment with yeor-round operation began in Nashville, Tennessee
on June 23, 1924 (George Peabody College, 1931a). This experiment, a city-wide
voluntary four-quarter plan, lasted until 1932. Summer term attendance averaged
slightly over 50% during the years of the plan with between 40 and 50% of the white
pupils and between 60 and 70% of the black students participating. During the years,
1924-1930, the summer term enrollments were all between 11 and 15 thousand.

H. C. Weber, Nashville Superintendent of Schools, (in George Peabody College,
1931a) lists seventeen advantages of the summer quarter including such items as gaining
advanced standing, the advantages of school buildings over homes in hot summer weather,
and not cultivating habits of indolence due to the three month vacation period. Justi-
fications for the all-year program that do not appear on Superintendent Weber's list
include the creation of more space for a system that had all its first and second grade
pupils on double shifts, and an approach to increasing salaries for teachers who were
being paid less than 60% of what teachers in comparable positions in other cities of
equal size were receiving (George Peabody College, 1931b).

During 1930 the George Peabody College for Teachers, Division of Surveys and
Field Studies undertook two extensive studiei of the Nashville schools at the request
of the-Nashville Board of Education.. One, was an extensive took at the year-round
program (1931a) and the other an in-depth examination of, the entire school system
(1931b). To appropriately set the scene we quote from the latter document:

1 Thcadditional cost come to $150,000 in a total annual budget of more than
$9,000,000.
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"Whatever-the procedure or technique employed, whether in studying
the elementary schools, the junior or senior high schools, the training
and salaries of teachers, school buildings, or organization, administration
and finance, the outcomes and final conclusions, with minor exceptions,
have always been the same. In general, the public schools of Nashville
are poor and in certain respects very poor.'

Data in this same report emphogzes the magnitude olthe problem: over 50% of the
teaching staff in the white elementary schools had less than one year of post-high
school preparation for their teaching job; approximately 1/6 of all elementary school
work and 1/4 of secondary school work resulted in student failure; of 45 school build-,
ings, none was rated good, 19 were rated fair, 11 unsatisfactory, and 15 unusable.
Staff, instructional program and physical- faculties all needed major upgrading. It
was in this setting that the Nashville all-year school existed and, apparently, failed.

We summarize the Nashville experence with -all -year education with selected
conshisions from the first Peabody report (1931a):

"The data presented in this study . . . of the all-year school of Nashville
challenge, if they do not refute, -the basic assumption of the advocates of
the all-year school, viz., that children in large numbers can do as good-
school work during four quarters per year as they can do during three quarters

. . . . . Elementary pupils, at leait, who have attended the summer quarter in
Nashville do 'not do proportionately as well as children who do not attend
summer school'. . . . a summer term, run as an integral part of an all-year
school which riot only encourages all children to attend, but enrolls all who
wish to attend, will find no justification for its practice and procedure in
thee.data of this study . . . le data of this study indicate that a summer
quarter, as an integral part,..f an all-year school, con.serve to advantage
a highly selected group of children only and that its doors cannot justifiably
be thrown open to all children who for one reason or another present
themselves for enrollment.

11 this increase in educational.opportunities and in pupil instruction
days (resulting from the summer quarter) was achieved in part by shortening
the regular school year and by lessening the educational opportunities of
children during the regular quarter, wos achieved in part by robbing
Peter and paying Paul.

(

"Nor does the data of this study give comfort to the advocates of the
all -year school .os an economy measure. . . . the summer quarter as an
integral part of the all-year school has thus far in no way affected either
the building or teacher requirements for the regular quarter. (Fewer than
3% of those. attending the summer quarter elected to take vacations during
other quarters.)



. . . the summer quarter . . . has unqUestionably served the social
and physical needs of Nashville children during the summer months as
they hove never been served before. It has at least taken . . . thousands
of Nashville children out of backyards and off the streets. . .

"The question at issue is and the data of this study seem to provide
an affirmative answer: Would it not have been better for Nashville to

---eToiTirvZiFre7ample of cities of corresponding size, lengthened
instead of shortened the regular school year, and then exerted every
effort to develop a summer school more nearly adapted to the summer
needs of all city children?"

Aliquippa and Ambridge, Pennsylvania

In July, 1928, the Aliquippa), Pennsylvania, Public Schools (Vanderslice, 1930)
began operating three of its schools with nearly 2000 pupils on a compulsory staggered
quarter plan. By October, 1930, the system's ten schools with over 7200 pupils was
on the all-year plan. Two years later the neighboring district of Ambridge, Pennsyl-
vania went to the all-year plan for students in grades 5 through 12 (Irons, 1934). Of
all the pre-World War 11 experiments with twelve month. schools these two receive
the most attention by present day writers, This is undoubtedly true because these are
the two situations in which the clearly :toted goal was to save money by avoiding
building expansion and in which vacations during other than the summer months were
made mandatory.

`vonderslice (1933) reports that in the 5-year period from 1928-1933 Aliquippa
postponed the building of 37 classrooms, laved $201-,977 which represented two mills
on the tax leyi found that attendance was slightly higher during the two spring-
summer-early fail quarters and that pupil 'academic progress is not impaired by summer
attendance. Wilson (School Management, 1957), a building principal who later
succeeded Vanderslice as Superintendent, is quotedlas saying that "The (physical]
growth of pupils in the all-year school exceeded the growth during the nine-month
schools!" No details are presented as to how this conclusion was reached.

, Irons, (1934) in reporting on the Ambridge experiment, presents similcir results.
There were no apparent negative effects on student's health. Overall attendance was
increased in year-round operation and illegal absence reduced considerably. Fifty-
four of'68 teachers (edged the plan an.educational success. Some financial savings
were realized but the exact amount of savings is not clear from Irons'article. No
significant differences were noted in student achievement between the nine-month
and year-round systems. Finally, vacation assignments did prove to be a troublesome-
aspect of the plan.

1 Aliquippa is an Ohio River town located north of Pittsburg on the Ohio-Pennsyl-
vania border. Ambridge is a few miles to the east.



Regarding one of the financial aspects, we quote Irons (1934) on the matter of
teacher pay:

"The salary adjustment for each of the 33 of 65 teachers v.1;13 were
placed on 12 month contracts), with the exception of six who were
quite highly paid, amounted to an increase in annual salary. The in-
c.-ease was not prorated. For example, a high-school teacher-47
received $1800 on the nine-month basis, did not receive $2400 for
the twelve months. The theory operating here was that the $1800
covered the living expenses for the year. The salary for twelve .

months was $2160. If it could have been possible to place just the
teachers needed on a twelve-months schedule, considerable savings
would hove been possible. The actual change made in total teacher
salary in the junior and vocational high schools (the only ones on
year-round operation) was a slight increase in the payroll."

The underlining is ours. Six teachers received no increase in pay for the extra assign-
ment while the remainder received a 20% increase for 33 1/3% more teaching. Yet
the total payroll went up. No further explanation or comment is provided by Irons.
We suggest that this apparent contradiction is a function of the practical difficulties
in scheduling smaller, staggered groups of children which often, if not inevitably,
lead to decreased efficiency in the assignment of teaching personnel.

Both Aliquippa and Ambridge discontinued year-round operation in 1938. Hartsell
(1953) quotes correspondence with the Superintendents of both school systems concerning
their experience. Aliquippa Superintendent L. M. Wilson summarized as follows:

"We will not return to the year-round plop except in an emergency
because we feel that the disadvantages of the plan growing out of our
experience with it outweigh the advantages to such on extent that we
would not be justified in considering it again.

Advantages:
171-Gnie the building program

2. Buildings were used continuously
3. Gave some opportunity for acceleration (A questionable advantage)
4. Failing pupils could repeat a quarter's work during their regular

vacation period if they wished.

Disadvantages:
1. Maintenance and repair of building very difficult and almost impossible

without interference with school work.
2. Objections on part of parents to vacation periods other than during the

summer months.
2. Constant changing of classroom groups and teachers due to permitting

teachers to take their choice of vacation periods.
4. A let-down in work during the summer session by both teachers and pupils."
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Superintendent N. A. Smith evaluated Ambridge's all-year program by stating
"The plan was extremely diffic!;:f to administer, unpopular with the patrons, and
discontinued as soon as a r,w building was completed."

Hebb (1923) and Reels (1928) identify 12 additional districts that operated year-
round schools during the 1920's. These districts were: Gary, InclionapMason City,
Iowa; Eveleth, Minnesota; Omaha, Nebraska; Bayonne, New Jersey; Albuquerque,
New Mexico; Minot, North Dakota; Ardmore and-Tulsa, Oklahoma; Chatanooga,
Tennessee and Amarillo and Enke*, Texas. The only two described in the literature,
Omaha's Technical High School (Beveridge, 1925) and the Minot Normal School's
campus school (Clarke, 1921) ars one building operations with. special student pow-
lotions. The articles are basically descriptions of how the schools opeict.ed and give
no data evaluating the educational experiences.

Newark, Nashville Aliquippa and Ambridge present forty-three years of experience
with three major voriati ms of ESY, a lengthened school year, voluntary four quarter and
mandatory- four - quarter; staggered vacation plans. All were run on a substantial scads
with at least seven tl*Usand students involved in each. The evidence suggest that the
Newark plan, while ,:osting more, was on educational success. The Nashville plan in
port operated as a leNthened school year plan becalms practically no one chose to
vacation during the Sep' nber to May period. It, however, was neither an educational
nor economic succf u although this ,,,itay be a function of the difficulties. that plagued all
aspects of the syst:m rather than the concept of yea -round schools. The Aliquippa -rte'
Ambridge experiNents appeared to have saved small amounts of money :;, ?-little or no
educational co-,t, yet, with the advantage of fifteen years hindsight, both Superintendents
stated that tfley would return to year-round operation Only in on emergency: None of
these districts, in fact, none of the districts mentioned as having year-round operation in
the 20's and 30's is known to have returned-to that type-of operation.

There can be little doubt that the past forty years have witnessed substantial changes
both in educational practice and in the larger society. Whether the changes have been
so considerable at to render these earlier experiences irrelevant to today:' schools and
their problems is another- i.,sue. While we believe not, we recognize, that it is a moot
point. We suggest that anyone teriously considering ESY as a viable alternative consider
the questions, "Why is it that Newark (or Nashvillo or Aliquippa, etc.) never returned
to all-year operation of their schools?", "How is our carmunity and our rationale for
considering ESY different from these earlier attempts?" and "How do we propose to avoid
the problems .these districts apparently had?"

little ESY activity took place during the two decodes from 1940 to 1960. The
reduced birth rates of theAepression and war years took sorno_of the space pressures off
schools until the early -1950's. When the effects of the post-World Woe II population
explosion began to crowd schools in the mid-fifties, school districts found the public
generally receptive to building programs. Where resistance to building pregtolli was
met,, the typical solution was some form of double-shifting rather than ESY operation.
Wh11 one can only surmise of the reasons, the generally temporary connotation of
double-shifting as opposed to the relative permanency of year-round approaches un-
doubtedly has some influence on-school administrators.



Another development of this period was a considerable interest in and expansion
of summer sessions for more than the making up of academic deficiencies or remedial
work. Regular academic %-..ven-ses were offered as well as enrichment type courses
put together solely as part of the summer seuion-offerings. Again, the reasons are
many and complex, including increased mechanization of home chores, growing
suburban residential areas with decreased employment opportunities for teen-agers,
and pressure from school faculties for more year-round employment opportunities.

Both the double-shift and expanded 4ummer sessions approaches, while not
specifically a port of ESY, do represent substantial attempts to get more educational
mileoge from existing school facilities and thus helped keep the ESY issue alive.

Most of the literature of this period are short statements, almost editorial in
nature, faising the question of whether it doesn't make sense to get more use out
of school facilities by year-round operation. Many of these articles seem ignorant
of the earlier ex'erimentation with twelve month-cperation and have little to offer
in the way of specific recommendations as to how ESY could be operationolized.

As the full impact of the post World War II population boom began to be felt
by school systems during the middle and late 1950's, a number of major school
systems revived the idea of ESY and conducted studies of its feasibility. Among
these cities were Los Angeles, Atlanta and Cincinnati. Smaller systems that ex-
plored the possibilities of year-round operation were Fairfield, Connecticut and
Redwood City, California. A report on the Atlanta study (School Management,
1957) was headlined "NO! SAYS ATLANTA . . . it's cheaper to Guild." Although
the Fairfield study (School Management, 1957) projected a tax savings of $3.30 a
year per $1000 of asisePTWcvati"orry four-quarter operation, the plan was re-
jected due to parental objections. The Los Angeles report (Sequoia High School
District, 1960) compared potential savings of several million dollars due to a re-
duced building program to added costs of at least $2.9 million in the areas of tran-
portation, plant maintenance and non-instructional sahries. None of-the comb
munities actually implemented any type of year-round operation.

The Redwood City report (Sequoia High School District, 1960), written at the
culmination of two and one-half years study by a twenty-six member citizen com-
mittee, is an excellent model of what a local feasibility study should includel .
While no specific preference is indicated among the four plans studied-- the
traditional mode of operation, the four-quarter plan, double sessions and a split-
day-extended-school-year plan -- it does offer an excellent analysis of the pros
and cons of each. Of interest is that this report contains the earliest precursors
of the "45-15" approach that we have identified. The plans, evidently the in-
vention of three of the committee members, call for a 90:30 or 60:20 (this report,
page 6) type of calendar.

1 The California Association of School Administrators reprinted the report as
a significant contribution to the literature on the problem of physical plant utilization,.
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Mother interesting inn on is split-day-extended-school-year colendar
mentioned above, Among majorprobleins with'Ihe traditional double - sections
approach are the shortening of the instructional day and the
starting times for the first shift and the late dismissed rck ttve Seconcl. The
split day-ex.tended-school-year plan suggests keeping the school day within
reasonable time limits and melons-up if4-iost instructional time by adding
to 40 days to the school year.

None of these feasibility studies of the 1950's resulted in the implementation
of year -rand programs although the studies undoubtedly had impc.t upon the expan-
sion of summer session offerings and helped to keep the concept al;ve. In the
Altanta_situation the kernel of an idea was slanted which led to implementation,
of the Atlanta 4-4uarter-plan a decode later.

The 1960's proved to be a veritable caldron- of-political, economic and social
ferment. This caldron repeatedly boiled over into the educational realm and led
to unprecedented dissatisfaction with the job being deni,,-by schools and to the
educational system becoming a focal point in the public revolt over the tax situ-
ation. li:a result has been a public climate in the past two or three years con-
ducive to a major revival of Phu year` -round or ESY concept, a climate which he
exponents of year-round education have exploited.

The contributors to the ferment of the 1960's are.m i i le ccmplex, inter-
related and often difficult to pin-point specifically. '111 attention t some of
the major aspects to give perspective to tie -last decade of development in the ESY
arena.

During the decode of the 1960's thz., post-World War II population-b.ocim hit
the expentlile levels of our educational system, the secondary-schools and colleges.
Simultaneously, the wage-earners. and taxpayers of t;.-1 country comprised as small
a fraction of the total population as they have at any ime during the post century.
Continued economic prosperity,, fueled by high federal expenditures for the Viet
Nam war and the space program, was dampened toward the end of the decade by
steadily increasing rates of inflation and economic problems caused by reductions
in military and space spending. The nation's economic difficulties accentuated
the unemployment and welfare problem with resulting increased competition for
major pottions of the tax dollar.

A growing trend toward automation began to revolutionize our concepra
work. Thiridea of.4-day or 35-hour work weeks were introduced. While number
of production jobs decreased, the demand in the service occupations grew. Labor
negotiations !attic, longer vacations and-increased flexibility in vocation policies.
Leisure time and recreational activity increased as Well-aschanged in nature.

Changes also took place in education. The concepts of cost effectiveness,
management by objectives, etc. moved from industry to the federal bureaucracy
and ultimately into the educational enterprise. Big business diversified into



education. Concepts such as evaluation and accountability took their place in the
educator's lexicon. Teaching machines, programmed learning, computer assisted
instruction and behavioral objectives all contributed to a growing emphasis upon
individualized learning.

Along a different tack, teachers organized, demanded and received the right
to bargain collectively and insisted upon a larger role in policy determination. At
the same time, students individually and collectively began to raise their yokes
concerning their dissatisfaction with society in general as well as with the educa-
tional system. Larger society! problems of race, drugs, the war, environmental
deterioration focussed public attention on the schools because that is where the
younger side of the generation gap was concentrated.

All of these factors and, undoubtedly, many left unsaid have contributed to
a feeling of dissatisfaction with school systems as presently operated. Wher one
combines this dissatisfaction with the extreme vulneiat:lity of local school districts
as scapegoat for a tax-weary public, one has a situation in which ESY is attractive
as 'a potential panacea for both economic and educational discontent. nu has
been the situation during the post two or three years. While ESY is definitely pot
a panacea for the multitude of problems spawned by the conditions listed on the
post few pages, it may well make good educational and social sense as our society
becomes more urbanized, with all of the-complexities that this entails.

In 1963 the New York State legislature issued a mandate to the state Depart-
mentafEducation to " . . . design demonstration programs and conduct exp., ..oen-
teflon to discuss the educational, social and other impacts of rescheduling the school
year from the present thirteen year system to a twelve or eleven year system while
still providing as many instructional hours or more than are now available under the
present thirteen year system." (New York Department Education, 1965). This
job was given to George I. Thomas, a research consul..it in the Department's
Office of Research and Evaluation. Between 1964 and 1970 Thomas generated
nine documents totaling 571 pages dedicated to exploring and selling the ESY
concept.

This series of documents are largely a catalog of possible calendars (see Table.3)
that school districts could adopt to implement the ESY- idea. The emphasis in all of
Thomas' work is upon extending the days of school per pupil rather than maximizing
facility use through rotational procedures. He argues that the world is a far more
complex place than formerly and therefore childre ',could profit from additional days
of school per year. Furthermore, if the activities of these extra days are appropriately
planned, students who so choose may accelerate and complete grades 1-12 in eleven or
ten years. To the extent that large numbers of students would choose to graduate from
high school one or two years early, the school system's total enrollment would decrease
and proportionate economies be affected. His later ..vritings tend to play down the
early graduation and economic arguments and to emphasize the argument that today's
children need more school.
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While the legislative mcndate to the N.Y. Department of EducatiOn clearly called
for demonstration programs and experimentation relatively little was done along those

lines. Thomas' work is almost completely theoretical and since he makes no references
it is difficult to trace the antecedents for his ideas.

A second important source of support for the ESY concept during the 1960's was the
National School Calendar Study Committee (NSCSC) organized and headed by George
Jensen, a retired engineer and former Minneapolis school board member, who has
made advocacy of ESY his major avocation. While the NSCSC is described as a citizen's
committee, Jensen is*the only member we have found named in connection with the
organization. The NSOC has generated no material of its own except for a number of
short exhortative articles by Jensen which offer no data and little practical advice on
the how of implementing an ESY program. The organization does maintain a collection
of clippings on year-round operations taken from newspapers and the popular magazines.
These clippings typically are variations on the analogy between capital equipment use
in business and industry and its use by educational institutions.

Probably the most important ESY developments of the past decade have been the
decisions of the Atlanta metropolitan area schools to go to a four-quarter mode of
operation and the Valley View, Illinois, school district to implement a 45-15 plan.
While the latter has created the most excitement and interest, the Atlanta approach
has been much more carefully planned and organized, and may have more of substance to
offer than the Valley View experience.

Atlanta, Georgia

In 1967 the eight school districts
2

comprising the metOpoiiion Atlanta area joined
together to cooperatively search for the solutions to certain common problems. In con-
trast to the experience of 1957, when the motivation had been reduction of school costs,
the "overriding purpose was to provide relevant and flexible educational opportunities.
Flexibility with the pupils' educational opportunities as the main ioial point was accepted
as the basis for selecting another organizational structure to support the philosophy and
educational goals of the Atlanta School System. The four-quarter plan of operation was
selected as the vehicle through which this major curriculum renovation could be realized."
(Henson, 1970).

1 SWREC's request for information was met with copies of a dozen or more news-
paper and magazine clippings and a copy of the New York Department of Education pub-
lication, The Impact of a Rescheduled School Yeor, 1970.

2
The city of Atlanta and the adjacent DeKalb and Fulton county areas have

approximately 300,000 pupils in public schools.



The Atlanta plan divided the school year into four terms or quarters of 57 to 60
days each. Students are required to attend three of the four quarters and may attend
all four if so desired. Currently the program exists at the high school level only
although planning for ESY operation of the elementary schools is taking place. The
first quarter of year-round operation began in September, 1968 and presently is in its
fourth year of operation. More extensive descriptions of the program are available
(particularly Henson, 1970) and our purpose is merely to emphasize some unique
features of the Atlanta experience.

The major distinguishing feature of the Atlanta plan is the emphasis upon en-
hanced educational opportunities as the purpose for extending the school years.
Participation in the year-round or summer aspects of the program is voluntary which
will probably guarantee that the program will not result in financial savings. Prob-
ably the most impressive characteristic of the Atlanta plan is the vast amount of
planning resources that went into getting ready to implement the quarter plan. Two
year of planning and curriculum revision preceded the 1968 starting date. The entire
high school curriculum was rewritten into over eight hundred separate quarter courses.
Since flexibility was a major principle followed, emphasis was placed upon minimizing
prerequisites and the sequencing of courses. Probably no attempt at year-round school
operation has been preceded by as much careful planning, particularly in the curricu-
lum area.

Valley View 45-15

In the spring of 1968 the Illinois legislature voted to make kindergartens compulsory
in all schools of the state. For Valley View School District 96; a blue collar residen-
tial suburban area 30 miles southwest of Chicago's Loop, this was the proverbial straw
that broke the camel's back. Steady growth of the area had resulted in school enroll-
ments going from 89 students in 1953 to 6950 in 1970 (Hermanson and Cove, 1971).
By the late 1960 s this growth rate was approximately 600 students per year. When
the need to house 1320 kindergarten students was added to the existing problems it
became obvious that drastic action was required to solve the problem. The proposed
solutions were double sessions, increasing class size to approximately 40 or some form
of staggered instruction-vacation cycle ESY. The result was the development during
the late summer of 1968 of theValley View 45-15 plan.

The Valley View plan has children attending school for four 45-day instructional
segments per year for a total of 180 days. These instructional, periods are separated

1 'Summer attendance during the first summer quarter was approximately 79% of .

the average fall, winter, spring attendance. This is somewhat inflated as-this included
anyone taking 1 or More courses. The cost for the first summer quarter is estimated to
have cost $1.7 million (Henson, 1970). For comparison purposes, the traditional
summer schools in Atlanta had enrolled 25% of the htgh school population.



by 15-day "vacations. The student body is placed into four tracks, each of which
takes their vacations during different three week periods. Thus, three tracks or
groups of students are in school during any three week period while the fourth group
is on vacation. The effect is to increase the theoretical capacity of the district's
school buildings by 33 1/3%.

For many, 45-15 has become synonomous with ESY. Due in part to the dramatic
appeal of increasing building capacity by 33 1/3% while solving the prolonged winter
vacation problem, the plan has created a new wave of enthusiasm for ESY in this area
of the country. The enthusiasm may or may not be warranted. An obvious attraction
of the 45-15 plan is the promised economic benefit. Yet, as this is written, there is
no good summary of the budgetary effects of the first year of 45-15 operation, the
1970-71 school year. Data contained in a book (Hermansen and Gove) and two
lengthy federal government reports (Gove and Page, 1970 and Rogge, 1971) raises
as many questions as are answered. Gove and Page and Rogge ptovide two budget
figures for the 1969-70 school year which differ by $1,437,301.' Hermanson and
Gove (P.114) say information about actual dollar savings must await the 1970-71
audit to be completed in September, 1971. As of Mays 1972 we have not been able
to find that data. Savings of 5% were projected by Rogge but these are based on
increasing enrollment a full third by 45-15 and by using rather crude budget projec-
tions.

Additional questions must be raised about the effect of 45-15 or: children. Over
61% of Valley View teachers elected to work more than the standard 184 days during
1970-71.. For a teacher to teach more days than any one cohort of students attends
school, that teacher must pick up a new class of students coming off vacation every
45 days. Thus, a majority of children in Valley View are facing a new teacher
every nine weeks. The question of what happens to children under these circum-
s'eances is one which the Valley View people do not answer. Any serious consider-
ation of 45-15 dictates that it: must be answered.

A number of additional districts implemented a 45-15 plan of operation during
the 1971-72 school year. Data on the operation of these plans are not available
at this time. As more data on Valley View and other 45f15 operations become
available we hope to be able to rewrite this section.

Year-Round Education Seminars

In 1968 a number of individuals interested in year-round school organized a
National Seminar on Year - Round Education which met in Fayetteville,Arkansas
in early 1969. This proved to be the first in a series of annual meetings, the

1 Gove and Page,. 1970 (p. 81) say it was $5,955,901 and Rogge, 1971 (p.. 29)
says it was $4,518,600.



most recent of which was held San Diego in late.Fehruary-1972: At the San Diego
meeting action was taken to formally organize a National Council on Year-Round
Education. Dr. Wayne H. Whitel , Superintendent of the Brevard County, Florida
Schools was elected president.

Proceedings of the four seminars have been published and are available through
the U.S.O.E.' s ERIC Aystem. The documents are definitely biased toward ESY and
are basically arguments for year-round school operation and theoretical papers on
how or ithrESY.;shouldwork. The. 1971..and,1972docunients contain some discription
of various school districts experience with ESY but this is largely narrative and con-
tains little or no data about the effects of ESY on either budgets or children.

Conclusion

Any attempt to write history while that history is taking place is bound to be an
unsatisfactory undertaking. The past few pages have attempted to avoid that pitfall
in describing the events of the past few years. We have attempted to direct the reader
toward the action by sketching in some of the names, places, and organizations that
are making educational history, with year-round operation. While a number of districts
nation-wide have moved to year-round operation during the past year and even more
ore contemplating it for the 1972-73 school year, we believe that the jury is still
out; that it will take some hard data to demonstrate if, and how well, ESY can fulfill
the promises made for it. Where our reading hos led us to questions which appear
unanswered or to data which is in conflict or to arguments based upon untenable
assumptions, we have attempted to raise those issues. The intent has been neither
to support nor oppose the concept of ESY but to clarify the issues and provide useful
backgroutidinformation for individuals or groups interested in the potentialmf year-
round school or ESY.

1 Dr. White s address, for those interested in the organization, is Brevard County
School District, 3205 Southe Washington Avenue, Titusville, Ft: 32780.
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